IMPORTANT INFORMATION
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATIVE DENTISTRY
PROPEDEUTICS

2019/2020  1st semester
More than 25% delay in practice = absence
Three times being late = 1 absence
Max. 25% of classes can be missed
No opportunity for retake!
Manipulation of the attendance register (catalogue) implies disciplinary action
Topics: http://semmelweis-egyetem.hu/konzervalo-fogaszt/fogaszt/education
Picture and sound recordings are not allowed!
The knowledge and compliance of recent (8/30/2019) Study and Examination Rules and Student Policy is obligatory for the teachers and students
Evaluation: Practice mark at the end of semester:

- based on weekly tests of theoretical and practical preparedness (oral and written accountability)
- theme closing papers written for each module (2 pieces)
- practical exam
- practical work done, activity
- practical mark is not the subject of debate!

Refusal of signature (= repetition of semester), if:

- three failed practical marks, insufficient theoretical knowledge
- at least pass practical mark
- one or both modules fail to achieve at least by sufficient evaluation
- absence more than 25% of practices (more than 3 times!)
- If a student’s performance in practice is insufficient the teacher can refuse the signature even if the student has met the above mentioned criteria
Department of Conservative Dentistry

Exams

- **Propedeutics II**
  - Final exam  2 theoretical questions from 2 topics
    - identification of a tooth

- **Conservative Dentistry IV**
  - Colloquium  2 theoretical questions from endodontics
    - X-ray analysis
    - presentation of an endodontic case

- **Conservative Dentistry V**
  - Final exam  3 theoretical questions from 3 topics
  - presentation of 3 cases
• **No index!**

• **Practice mark:** given by practice teacher on last practice of the semester, in Neptun

• **For the exam** the pre-printed **exam sheet** can be brought
